The ORCHID HOUSE
Orchestra

The OHO, assembled around Japanese Sax diva Chika Asamoto and
Italian-born multi-instrumentalist virtuoso Anello « Lalloji » Capuano,
present a true World Music Fusion concert based exclusively on original
compositions, combining and blending western instruments and musical
styles with those of Africa, Middle East, India, Central and South East Asia,
so that each musical piece has its own distincitive flavor and unique cultural
background.
The sound of the OHO is grounded in improvisation, blending concepts
and principles from both Eastern and Western contemporary music where
traditional rhythmic and melodic patterns are recombined with the
assistance of high technology by means of sophisticated audio effects and
computer or loop-station controlled play-backs of pre-recorded original
orchestral accompaniments played « live ».
With her warm-tone, her outstanding rhythmic sense and soulful sound
Chika Asamoto effortlessly interwine superbly constructed, beautiful
improvisations with the luxuriant phrases knitted on the plucked lutes from
Turkey and the Middle East by Anello « Lalloji » Capuano, on a
background of lush musical landscapes of unusual exotic rhythms and
sounds updated with the dynamics of blues and Jazz as well as
contemporary electronic music.
The music of the OHO is sensuous and vibrant, powerful and passionate,
yet retaining throughout the meditative spiritual quality so peculiar to all
the ancient art forms of the East, and will definitely lead to a unique musical
journey, an authentic exciting cross-cultural creative experience, a musical
synthesis where the different acoustic, electronic, rhythmic, harmonic and
modal musical components of the world can fusion to create, beyond
borders, linguistic and cultural barriers, a common language understood
and appreciated by all kinds of audiences around the planet.

About the Artists

Anello « Lalloji » Capuano

An italian born multi-instrumentalist, lutes player, percussionist, ethnomusicologist, composer, arranger and producer in several musical fields
including medieval, mediterranean, oriental, world, ethno-electro and
improvised music.
He has studied extra-european traditional classical and folk music for
several years (from 1970 to 1982) at the Conservatory of Music in
Marrakech (Morocco) and at the Benares Hindu University in Varanasi
(India).
While living in South of France (7 years) and in Paris (15 years) , he has
been the leader or a member of several music and theatre ensembles and
performed extensively all over Europe, in the USA, in the middle East, in
Africa and Asia.
He has composed for the theatre and the ballet, as well as for shadowplays, films and fashion shows.
As a composer or as session musician he has recorded more than 30
CD’s and has appeared in many radio and television broadcastings.
He lives in Ubud, Bali since 2006 and he is currently working in his
home-studio on personal projects that combine the sample computer
based electronic music production with the acoustic sound of ethnic
instruments of the oriental world.
More at : www.anello-capuano.com

Chika Asamoto

Chika Asamoto is a Tokyo and Bali based saxophonist, composer and producer.
A graduate of the world acclaimed Berklee College of Music in Boston, Chika
became the first professional female saxophonist in Japan when she joined fusion
group ''Crystal Moon'' (Colombia Japan) following her return from the U.S. in 1985.
She turned solo three years later, releasing her first album in 1988.With more than
eight albums to her name, she also toured and performing with industry greats David
Matthews & Mark Egan and legendary Jazz artist Donald Bird and Lonnie Liston
Smith. In 1999 she began hosting her own music and talk show on TV Tokyo and FM
Osaka and her songs were extensively used for TV shows and movies.In 2000 Chika
formed the AMBIENT7 band and released 3 albums. Their recordings and
composition have since been hosted in films, television documentaries, fashion events
and Music Festivals in Japan and Korea. Regarded by many in the music industry as
one of the world’s finest female saxophone players, Chika and her band performed
troughout S/E Asia and Japan. She performed for Diana Krall's post performance in
Singapore and recently played the Sunset and New Morning jazz clubs in Paris.
More at : www.chikaasamoto.com

Live Bookings, Studio, and Music licensing & sales contact :
Arlo Hennings, Agent
0062 (0) 87862084792
arlo@anello-capuano.com
http://www.anello-capuano.com

See the LIVE video presentation of the concert, Ubud, Bali :
www.youtube.com/watch?v=WSI5cu8sb7g
www.youtube.com/watch?v=XFjMTKvZ1jE

The ORCHID HOUSE
Orchestra

The OHO, assembled around Italian-born multi-instrumentalist virtuoso
Anello « Lalloji » Capuano on plucked lutes from Turkey and the Middle East,
Angelo Berardi on violin, trumpet and keyboards, and Indonesian
percussionist Wiwanto Purnawan, present a true World Music Fusion concert
based exclusively on original compositions, combining and blending western
instruments and musical styles with those of Africa, Middle East, India, Central
and South East Asia, so that each musical piece has its own distincitive flavor
and unique cultural background.
The sound of the OHO is grounded in improvisation, blending concepts and
principles from both Eastern and Western contemporary music. Traditional
rhythmic and melodic patterns are recombined with computer or loop-station
controlled play-backs of pre-recorded original orchestral accompaniments
played « live » providing a background of lush musical landscapes of unusual
exotic rhythms and sounds updated with the dynamics of blues and Jazz as
well as contemporary electronic music.
The music of the OHO is sensuous and vibrant, powerful and passionate, yet
retaining throughout the meditative spiritual quality so peculiar to all the
ancient art forms of the East, and will definitely lead to a unique musical
journey, an authentic exciting cross-cultural creative experience, a musical
synthesis where the different acoustic, electronic, rhythmic, harmonic and
modal musical components of the world can fusion to create, beyond borders,
linguistic and cultural barriers, a common language understood and
appreciated by all kinds of audiences around the planet.

Anello "Lalloji" CAPUANO

Anello Capuano is an italian born virtuoso multi-instrumentalist, ethnomusicologist, composer, arranger and producer in several musical fields
including medieval, mediterranean, oriental, world, ethno-electro and
improvised music. He has studied extra-european traditional classical
music for several years (from 1970 to 1982) at the Conservatory of Music
in Marrakech (Morocco) and at the Benares Hindu University in
Varanasi (India).
While living in South of France (for 7 years) and in Paris (for 15 years) ,
he has been the leader or a member of several music and theatre
ensembles and performed extensively in Europe, in the USA, in the
middle East, in Africa and Asia.
He has composed for the theatre and the ballet, as well as for shadowplays, films and fashion shows.
As a composer or as session musician he has recorded more than 30
CD’s and has appeared in many radio and television broadcastings.
He lives in Ubud, Bali since 2006 and he is currently working in his
home-studio on personal projects that combine the sample computer
based electronic music production with the acoustic sound of ethnic
instruments of the oriental world.
Web site : www.anello-capuano.com

Angelo BERARDI

Angelo Berardi born in Italy in 1973. He is a violinist, polyinstrumentalist (piano, trumpet) and composer. Thought classical violin,
he has explored the many facets of contemporary music (from avantgarde to jazz, from roots music to his own composition for soundtrack)
collaborating as soloist or in ensemble with well-known composers and
performers from all sorts of musical extraction, throughout Europe and
Australia.
On the violin, at the present day he has developed what you would call
an hybrid approach, a synthesis of the different music/lives/souls he
has encountered and resonated with. He considers travel, inspiration
from life and improvisation his preferred way for creating "alive" music.
In 2000 he started his career as a composer, writing music for TV-Italian
national channel Rai and he composed and produced cinema feature
film soundtracks for the Swiss-German film director Stefan Jäger and for
the Swiss TV, the German TV and the French German TV channel ARTE
Tv.

Wiwanto PURNAWAN

Wiwanto Purnawan is an Indonesian drummer and percussionist,
known for his knowledge of various
Indonesian, World and
contemporary percussion styles and for his versatility and proficiency on
many different percussion instruments from Africa, Middle East, South
America, India and South-East Asia.
He has played, for live concerts and studio recordings, a wide variety of
music styles with many musicians and music group from Indonesia and
from all over the world.
He has been a member of various group and musical ensemble such as
Jagad, InisisriKahanan, S Jabo, Iwan Fals, Erwin Gutawa Orchestra,
Gelombang Putih, Maya Hasan C’brize, Gorogoro, etc.

Live Booking, Studio, Music licensing & sale contact :
Arlo Hennings, Agent
0062 (0) 87862084792
arlo@anello-capuano.com
http : www.anello-capuano.com
See the video presentation of the concert :
http://youtu.be/qFpQAt8jkWQ

